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Discover Body Language and How it Can Benefit You! From: Alex Major Date: Thursday, June 16, 2011

Dear Friend, Have you often wondered why some people make you feel inferior, or how some people are

able to communicate so completely, often times without uttering a word? In those situations and so many

more, the people with the power have learned how to use body language to their advantage, from landing

that sweet job to the perfect partner. Have you wished you could read body signals better, notice those

subtle cues that could offer you a wealth of information about the person with whom you are conversing?

Often times subtle body language signals are missed because we are either not paying close enough

attention to the person we are engaged in conversation with, or we simply do not know how to read them.

Body Language: Discover and Learn How to Read Body Language can give you the inside track on the

numerous different types of body language people use everyday. Effective people use 50 body language

and 50 verbal language to express themselves. The use of body language alone can take a situation that

you would normally be submissive in and turn it around to where you control all the power. Your body is

far more powerful then most give it credit. From the way initial you greet a person to the closing of a

conversation simply in body language alone can make or break a otherwise perfect job interview. As you

are as you carry yourself, so is everyone else. Think of the advantage you could have over another by

having a really strong idea as to how they are feeling before even expressing themselves. Body language

is as unique as you are. Although no two people will exhibit the same types of cues, by knowing all the

body language cues it will not matter. You will never have to wonder how another person is feeling ever

again. You will never have to wonder if it is the right day to ask the boss for a raise or to ask your spouse

about that new car you have wanted to buy. You will never be in the dark again on a persons mood when

you can read their body language! You could go to your local library and check out book after book and

spend days reading or you could simplify and get everything you need right here in just one e-Book. One

e-Book can answer any questions you have ever had in regards to body language and set you on the

path of having more control over your own body and how others perceive you. The answers you seek can

be found in... Inside you will find everything you need to know about how to read 15 different categories of
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body language. Not just 15 body language cues or gestures, 15 categories packed with every type

possible body language gesture or cue possible. Each category is packed with subcategories so not even

the most subtle body language movement will have you questioning its meaning. Do you want to learn

how to counteract power body language? This guide will help you do just that. Do you want to know just

how to take a person from a closed body language stance to a more accepting open body language? This

guide will answer that for you as well as many other situations from defensive counteractions as well as

aggressive body language counter actions. Everyone can benefit from learning how to read and identify

body language. How Much Is That Worth To You? I guess that is kind of a silly question; How much is

that worth to you? is kind of like asking how much is your dream job or mate worth to you. If you have

failed many job interviews, this e-book will be the most valuable book you have ever bought. If you are

having troubles reading a loved ones feelings, a boss, or even a friend, this book is priceless. If you are

just simply curious about human behavior, this book will shed a completely new light on the subject. You

could go to the library and check out several books, spend hours reading to try to find half of what is in

Body Language: Discover and Learn How to Read Body Language, and then forget most of what you

read, or you could spend a mere $17.00 and get all that information in one e-Book and have it forever. If

you value your time and your money you will not go wrong with this guide. It will pay itself off repeatedly in

all your interactions from work to play to personal relationships. Honing your skills on understanding,

reading and identifying body language can enhance your life. By watching others subconscious body

language you will know what they are feeling, sometimes even better then they may. Being able to read

body language will put you at a social advantage over everyone in your life. That is a huge gain for just

$17.00! What are you waiting for? Take control of your body language and your ability to read others

today.
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